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Abstract 

 

The present work is the second in a series of studies in which we are going to present an unbiased picture on the attractivity of 

universities. In doing so we confined our study to Hungary, where we have access to all annual application data of students to 

universities and colleges. Our first study presented an unbiased one-dimensional preference list of higher educational 

institutions, schools and study programs alongside a bunch of methods to produce such preference lists.  

In the present work we report on the first results of the second stage of our project in which we investigate students’ choice of 

further studies. Our database contains more than a million application entries, covers student scores, place of residence, and 

GDP per capita and employment data of their regions of residence. Similar economic data have been collected about the 

institutions as well as their indicators of academic excellence. We incorporated into the database the distance between 

students' places of residence and colleges as well. Classical and novel econometric methods are used from logistic regression 

and gravity models to neural networks. The study reveals some common patterns of students’ choices and striking differences 

between different fields of studies. Among other results it has beenfound that the most preferred place of study is selected 

with much care while descending on the preference list the choice is less and less sophisticated. To the best of our knowledge 

this article is one of the few attempts to analyse the behaviour of student mobility: an estimation of the quantitative direct 

impact of several determinants for student flows. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Higher education (HE) has many facets and social aspects; it reflects the state of a society as well as influences 

its future. Parents and students face a complex decision in choosing the next level of study after maturity, 

completing secondary education. Their choice determines not only their coming years but the intake of the HE 

institutes as well. Last but not least entry into the job market and the sectorial labour needs, starting wages, future 

perspectives are important factors in their decision Given that very complex interrelation between education and 

society, the study of the students' motivation, choice of content, form and financial background all may 

contribute to the better understanding how HE complies or conflicts with the needs, reality and financial 

possibility of society. The present work is based on students’ application records in Hungary over 2000-2010. 

This sizeable dataset is complemented with geographical, micro level and labour market indicators. The other 

side of the dataset describes the economic environment of Hungarian HE institutions and the institutions 

themselves as well. 

Based on that relatively complete picture we are able to analyse how students' decisions are influenced by the 

standing of the regions they are coming from as well as the parameters of the region of the university and last but 

not least the indicators of the university. We have access to a limited number of university indicators.  

Our investigations confirm the great attractivity of Hungary’s capital city for students. This is why we made an 

attempt to re-evaluate several of our findings for a sample excluding the HE institutes of Budapest. As a result we 

obtained a much more elaborated and rich picture about the rest of the country. The top preference reveals the 

mix of students' dreams, preconceptions and practical considerations. Main motivations include the prestige of 

the institution, job opportunities, and the distance of the institution from home. If we remove the number one 

choice, there are some changes in the importance of decision factors which help to reveal motivations. Distance 

becomes more important. The economic condition of the region of the institution is more important to students 

choosing economics or management studies than those choosing liberal arts. Finally on the bottom of the 

preference list student choice more or less predetermined and as a consequence, little or no particular motivation 

can be identified. 

In our work we do not present an encyclopaedic overview of all studies, faculties, universities but focus on 

illustrative examples. For instance we show how students’ selection criteria change from the top to the second 

most preferred among students preparing for studying liberal arts or economics. We provide a detailed picture on 

preferences including the capital city in our sample and also excluding it. 

 

2. Methods applied 

 

We are going to analyse Hungarian students’ college choices based on the ordered preference lists they submit in 

the form of applications. In the previous phase of this research (Telcs et. al. 2013) several methods are proposed 

to create unified preference list of institutes, faculties and programs. Here we apply the gravity, potential, logit 

models and neural networks to analyse student choices. 

Gravity models have become the standard technique for the empirical analysis of flows of capital and goods 

(Frankel-Rose, 2002). 

However, the   gravity model helps to study motivations of migration. The gravity model of migration is based on 

the idea that as the importance of one or both of the location increases, there will also be an increase in 

movement between them. The model is used to predict the degree of interaction between two places (Rodrigue et 

al. 2009). 

We use a gravity model to analyse distance elasticity of students.  

Potential models included in the category of spatial models are based on physical analogies. The potential model 

is a quite good method to analyse and visualize the patterns of an economy's spatial layout. If there are several 

gravitating bodies, the forces among them build up a force-field, the potential space, in which every single body 

has its effect on the others. 
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Places with relatively high field-potentials are those with many opportunities for interaction with other; on the 

other hand, places with low scores have relatively poor opportunities for interaction. 

These models are used for analysing the college choices of students. Figure 1 summarises the independent 

variables based on related studies†. 

 
Figure 1: independent variables based on related researches 

 

The sub-regional economic parameters and the excellence of institutions were not considered in these models. It 

is a generally accepted assumption that those factors contribute to students' decision a lot, so we should 

incorporate them in our investigations. 

The consumer choice model introduced by McFadden (1974) is already a classical tool to investigate consumers’ 

motivations in their decisions. To our best knowledge, it was first applied to analyse choices of college in Drewes 

(2006). The model is based on the extension of the statistical logit method. Here we adopt the conditional rank 

 

† (see i.e. Ahmet G., Büsra K., Ferda M., Çetin D., Kübra G., Hasan Y. H, 2011; Saisana, M., d’Hombres, B., Saltelli, A, 2011; Larose, S. 

Cyrenne, D., Garceau, O., Harvey, M., Guay, F., Deschęnes, C, 2009; Asari, F. F. A. H, Idris, A R, Daud, N. M., 2011; Rochat, D., 

Demeulemeester, J., 2011; Germeijs, V., Verschueren, K., 2007; Vrontis, D., Alkis Thrassou, A., Melanthiou, Y., 2007; Gibbons, S., 

Vignoles, A., 2012; Toutkoushian, R. K., 2001; Bruno, G., Improta, G., 2008; Alm, J., John V. Winters, J. V., 2009; Schwartz, B. 1985; 

Weiler, W. C., 1986,1989 Niu, S. X., Tienda, M., 2008; Montgomery, M., 2000; Montmarquette, C., Cannings, K., Mahseredjian, S., 2002; 

Reynolds, L. C.: 2012; DesJardins, S. L., Dundar, H., Hendel, D. D., 1999; Long, B. T., 2004; Coelli, M. B., 2011). 

Decision 

Factors related to the student 
• income 

• race 

• sex 

• academic skills 

• age 

• Does he/she have a job? 

• religion 

• Disabilities 

• Does he/she have a credit account? 

• family status 

• number of siblings 

Parental background 
• parental income 

• parental support 

• qualification level 

• qualification field 

• Do they have job? Ha az 1. változó 

0, az a válasz 

Factors related to the institution 

• price of education 

• distance between institution and high school of 

maturity exam 

• location 

• education level 

• Is HE institution public or private? 

• average expected tuition fee 

• Is the institution accredited? 

• research level 

• number of students 

• length of education 

Factors related to the locality of 

the student 
• type of the habitat (city or village) 

• distance between habitat and the 

institution 

• size of the habitat 
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ordered logit model, which can handle partial preference lists to obtain the elasticity of the independent variables 

investigated, among others GDP/capita in the region of the institution. 

 

3. Details of the methodology 

 

In this section research database, dependent and independent model parameters are introduced.  

 

3.1. Data and data preparation 

 

For statistical analysis 3 kinds of master tables were used. The first one is applications collected by the 

Hungarian national centre of higher education (HE) - Educatio Nonprofit Ltd. This database contains all 

significant data of applications. The data table of institute contains the Institute Excellence parameter, which is a 

composite coefficient based on the qualified academic teachers & researcher per students, amount of academic 

degrees (PhD, CSc, DSc) etc.. The table of sub-region contains GDP per capita and Employment rate of the sub-

region, and GPS coordinates for calculating distances between the centre of the sub-region of applicant’s and the 

faculty or program of the institute. The third table contains the economic data of the sub-regions (see Fig.2).  

 
Figure 2: Research database 

Each record of the table applications refers to a single application. Our database contains more than 400,000 

records based on applications in the year 2011. Transactional tables for logit and gravity models generated by 

master data can contain more than one million entries. 

 

3.2. Model variables  

 

The independent variables are: (1) Institute Excellence; (2) Distance between the student’s and institute (or 

program); (3) GDP per capita (sub-region of students); (4) GDP per capita (sub-region of the institute); (5) 

Employment rate (sub-region of students); (6) Employment rate (sub-region of the institute).   

The dependent values are varied: in the case of gravity and potential model the number of applications are 

modelled. In case we use a binary and rank ordered conditional logit model the corresponding position in the 

preference list of student applications is investigated.  

 

3.3. Investigated academic programs and studies 

 

In this study we demonstrate our results on two specific fields; Economic & Business Studies and Human 

Studies. Given that the Budapest based HE institutions dominate the rest of the whole country we present the 

results with and without that Budapest’s effect.  

 

Applications

PK Applicant ID

 Application position
FK1 Institute 
 Faculty
FK1 Program
FK2 Sub-region(Applicant)

Sub-region

PK Sub-region

 GDP per capita
 Employment rate
 GPS coordinates

Institute

PK Institute
PK Program

 Excellence
FK1 Sub-region (program)
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3.4. Neural networks for forecasting 

 

Besides standard statistical methods like logit models, analysing neural networks can also be used for forecasting. 

In this investigation a Radial Basis Function (RBF) of the Neural Network was applied to forecast student 

choices. The weights of input parameters can be described as importance values. Our database was separated into 

training (=70%) and test (=30%) data sets. Weights are calculated at the training phase and tested in the test 

database (see Table 4).  

 

4. Results 

 

4.1. Indicators of student  applications 

 

Number of students’ applications are investigated by the gravity model. The gravity equation provides a 

benchmark analysis of the determinants of student migration within regions. The results indicate that wealthy 

regions attract more students. 

The Table 1 shows the significant variables sorted by their impacts/importance. 

 
Table 1: Results of gravity model 
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The economic coefficients are less, but faculty excellence are more important for students who wants to apply for 

arts and humanities. In the case of excluding institutions in Budapest faculty excellence is evaluated. Potential 

model can show the potential of institutions of higher education (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Results of potential model (size of circle is a proportional value of the potential of subregions. it shows the quality of access of 

subregions to universities; reddish circles represent the faculty excellence values) 

 

Figure 3 shows, that capital city of Hungary, Budapest has the highest potential. In case of ignoring institutes in 

Budapest the potentials are more balanced. A former research (Langerné-Rédei M. (2007)) based on 2003-2005 

student applications showed that at the time of EU accession the Western Hungarian Institutions had more 

student attracting potential  

The colour of the circles in Figure 3 describe the importance of faculty excellence for students; reddish circles 

represent the faculty excellence values. Figure 3 shows that if we ignore institutions based in Budapest s the 

importance of faculty excellence becomes more important (see e.g. the University of Szeged N 46°16,247' E 

20°05,333', Fig. 3.).  

 

4.2. Indicators of preferences 

 

In order to compare results independent variables are the same, but in this case the dependent variables are 

different. Applying binary logit, the significant parameters can be specified. This calculation also shows: most 

important factors are the distance between the institutions and the student’s place of residence and Faculty 

excellence. The results of the logit model show that: economic parameters are less important for students 

applying to Humanities. 
If we consider only the top priorities of applicants, the most two important factors include faculty excellence and 

distance. However the significance of these values can change if second, third and fourth order applications are 

also considered.  
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Table 2: Results of rank order logit  

Order of 

application 

Independent 

variables 

With Institutes in Budapest Without Institutes in Budapest 

Economic and 

Business Studies 

Arts and Human 

Studies 

Economic and 

Business Studies 

Arts and 

Human Studies 

Sig. Exp β Sig. Exp β Sig. Exp β Sig. Exp β 

1st  

Faculty Excellence 0,000 1,372 0,000 2,141 0,000 1,34 0,000 3,327 

1/Distance 0,000 2,482 0,000 2,117 0,000 2,038 0,000 1,7 

Emp. rate (Inst.) 0,000 0,966 0,000 0,898 0,000 0,904 0,000 0,879 

GDP per capita (Inst.) 0,000 1 0,000 1 0,000 1,001 0,009 1 

Emp. rate (Stud.) - - 0,006 1,048 0,029 0,983 0,048 0,95 

GDP per capita 
(Stud.) 0,090 1 0,000 1 0,000 1 0,003 1 

2nd  

Faculty Excellence 0,000 1,224 0,000 1,628 0,000 1,177 0,000 2,415 

1/Distance 0,000 2,224 0,000 2,113 0,000 1,836 0,000 1,702 

Emp. rate (Inst.) 0,415 0,986 0,007 0,924 0,105 0,961 0,008 0,913 

GDP per capita (Inst.) 0,000 1 0,000 1 0,009 1 0,285 1 
Emp. rate (Stud.) - - 0,975 1,001 0,676 0,993 0,126 0,96 

GDP per capita 

(Stud.) 0,000 1 0,000 1 0,000 1 0,002 1 

3rd  

Faculty Excellence 0,794 1,012 0,000 1,554 0,299 1,052 0,000 2,557 

1/Distance 0,000 2,095 0,000 2,024 0,000 1,731 0,000 1,627 
Emp. rate (Inst.) 0,757 1,005 0,576 0,985 0,221 0,968 0,190 0,961 

GDP per capita (Inst.) 0,003 1 0,001 1 0,110 1 0,037 1 

Emp. rate (Stud.) - - 0,926 1,002 0,379 0,984 0,017 0,941 
GDP per capita 

(Stud.) 0,001 1 0,037 1 0,000 1 0,153 1 

4th  

Faculty Excellence 0,943 0,995 0,000 1,38 0,000 1,7 0,049 1,784 

1/Distance 0,000 2,045 0,000 2,18 0,711 1,028 0,000 1,77 

Emp. rate (Inst.) 0,971 1,001 0,507 0,966 0,054 0,928 0,847 0,989 
GDP per capita (Inst.) 0,000 1 0,001 1 0,001 1,001 0,608 1 

Emp. rate (Stud.) - - 0,514 1,021 0,065 0,953 0,444 0,962 

GDP per capita 
(Stud.) 0,041 1 0,010 1 0,109 1 0,337 1 

 

Table 3 shows that 2nd, 3rd and 4th applications have less significant variables. That indicates that the lower the 

priority the lower the freedom of choice and or? the more ad hock the choice is. 

 

4.3. Results of importance estimation based on using neural networks 

 

In this investigation a Radial Basis Function (RBF) of the Neural Network was applied to forecast that a given 

student would choose a HE institution in Budapest or not. In this case the input neurons were the: (1) Distance 

between the student’s place of residence and the institution (or program) selected; (2) GDP per capita (sub-region 

of students) (3) Employment rate (sub-region of students residence). The most important factor was GDP per 

capita (by sub-region of student residence) and the second one was distance. The percentage of correct of 

prediction is 96%. The most important indicator is the GDP per capita at the student’s sub-region of residence.  

 

5. Conclusions 

 

Higher education in Hungary is strongly concentrated to Budapest. Economic factors are important in student 

choices especially for students who want to learn Business Studies. If applying to non-Budapest institutes the 

importance of faculty excellence is more relevant. 

For students applying to Business studies, the economic factors: GDP per capita, employment rate are more 

important than for students applying to Humanities and Arts. Students’ first order application represents their 
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most conscious choices. Their second, third and fourth order choices are based on mainly the distance of the 

institution from their place of residence other factors gradually lose their relevance. 
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